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rabbi irwin wiener, d.d.
A Time to Rejoice
King Solomon, in his
wisdom, taught that there
is nothing new under the
sun. Benjamin Franklin
went further by declaring
that there are only two
things that are constant
– death and taxes. Both
expressions are lessons
in life. We may think that there are things in life that
are sure, but the reality is that generational continuance
is the only constant, because without it everything we
know would cease to be. So much for the examples
offered by Solomon and Benjamin Franklin.
The glue that keeps life meaningful is also the knowledge
that when we are a memory, the next episode of
perseverance will occur. This has been and continues to
be the design of creation. There was a beginning, but
there is no end.
We do have a part in guaranteeing the future. All is not
left in the hands of some mysterious force – the one we
refer to as God. Our lives, and how we live them, play
an active role in the original intent of creation. Traditions
begin to take shape, and from these traditions develop
customs and humanities connections. Society becomes
the grouping of these concepts until we finally arrive at a
concept of conduct and adherence.

Our congregation will not be commemorating Hannukah
this year (November 29- December 6) because it occurs
in-between our November service and our December
service. However, we have an opportunity to continue
the traditions of this holiday in our homes which is
where they are traditionally celebrated.
These traditions include but are not limited to the
lighting of the Menorah commemorating the eight days
of this festival as described in the Talmud; the eating
of latkes, or other fried foods, to remind us of the oil
used to light the Menorah in the Temple; the various
games that are played with children and grandchildren
to remind us of the joyous event of the survival of our
faith. Some congregations read from the Book of the
Maccabees in which the entire episode of the struggle
for religious freedom can be found.
We cannot long forget that last year brought us agony
and despair. Therefore, this year we should concentrate
on gratitude and appreciation. This is important not
only because we have survived this nightmare, but also
because we need to understand and appreciate what
salvation is.
A Midrash, I believe, explains it this way: “When the
Angels objected to the creation of man, God replied:
‘And of what use are all the good things I have created
unless people are there to enjoy them?’”

Hanukkah is, and was, designed to teach these important
aspects of attempting to understand our place. It started
with love – the love of our Creator, and the love of all
who are important in our lives. If memory is the glue
for life’s meaning, then love is the cement that forms the
foundation of the journey begun with our first breath.

Perhaps it should be the same for us. There is so much
loveliness in the world regardless of the frightening
episodes we encounter. In addition, we need to enhance
the goodness that exists. Hanukkah does all this as we
learn to understand the value and purpose of our beliefs
and the fulfillment received from these traditions.

Our pilgrimage encompasses compassion and strength.
As we travel, we learn about awareness – the informed
values enhanced by faith. Faith may seem like an abstract,
but if we really think about it, we should realize that
without faith there is no hope.

There may be nothing new under the sun, but perhaps
we should realize that each day brings newness to our
lives and that translates into hope for the future. No
matter how one feels about holidays or celebrations, the
truth remains that they are designed to enhance our lives
and add meaning to them. E
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grief support group
Beginning Wednesday, December 8 at 1 p.m. in
the Chapel Center
We announce the formation of a second grief support
group. (The first has been meeting at Robson Reserve
with a long break due to COVID.)
Bobby Sachs, a trained and experienced grief counselor
and a member of SLJC, will facilitate the meetings, which
will be scheduled on a continuing basis on the second
Wednesday of every month at the Chapel Center a
1 p.m.
We all grieve in different ways and on different timetables.
Whether you have lost a spouse, partner, parent, sibling, child/grandchild, or close friend, loss brings on many
unresolved feelings. This group represents a safe environment in which to listen and possibly share your own feelings.
There is no charge for this group. Masks are optional, but for everyone’s safety, please do not attend if you haven’t been
vaccinated for COVID.

anti-defamation league

responding to local antisemitism
The Sun Lakes Jewish Congregation Men's Club has scheduled Marc
Krell, ADL Associate Regional Director, to speak at the next meeting
on Tuesday, January 4 at 6:30 p.m. at the Chapel Center. The entire
congregation is welcome to attend this event.
Marc will talk about the recent antisemitic incident at the Chandler Unified
School Board meeting as well as the history of antisemitism in the Valley
and the Jewish community's response.
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co-presidents’ message
geri gould & wende levy

Well, this is our last message as your co-presidents.
There’s not too much to say, except how grateful we are
to so many people (and, yes, we hope to name at least
some of them). We know SLJC will be in excellent hands
with the return of Shelly Henden at the helm. With her
experience and love for the congregation, we will have a
good future.

talented and willing congregants. Every time you
participate in an event or receive a communication from
us, there people behind those efforts whom you may not
see or even hear about. And, fortunately for us all, there
are way too many of them to name (and with our aging
brains, we do not want to omit anyone by accident).
Thank you all.

To start with, we want to thank Rabbi Irwin Wiener for
his guidance, inspiration, and mentorship. He has always
lent a great ear and encouraged us — allowed us — to
disagree with him or to point out all sides to an issue. His
wisdom and decency have always guided us. In addition,
his pragmatic and helpful actions have made SLJC a more
stable congregation.

Finally, we want to thank you, all the congregants of
SLJC. In this last couple of years in particular, we have
faced very challenging times that called for a great deal of
patience and flexibility on everyone’s part. It has been so
gratifying to know that our experiments with YouTube
and Zoom have kept us connected and that you have
been willing to accept new ways of coming together as a
Jewish community so we could all act responsibly. That
is even true to this day with masking and “go-negs.” You
have risen to a very exacting occasion. Thank you!

As well, also on the professional side, we are so grateful
to Cantor Ronda Polesky for her willingness and
flexibility to add beauty and lovely music to the services.
Together with Choir Director Lana Oyer, accompanist
par excellence Shea Marshall, and our talented and
committed choir, we have all benefitted from both
familiar and surprising melodies and spiritual moments.
So, thank you all.
No congregation can function without a myriad of
volunteers, and although we continually beg for more,
over the years we have been blessed with so many

We now face a new year, hopefully with fewer global
health problems and a return to whatever becomes
normal. We have just held our Annual Meeting and
elected some new members of the Board of Directors,
and we welcomed 19 new members to our congregation.
We will continue to champion reasonable new ideas
and pray that we all stay healthy and be a part of our
prospering Jewish community here at SLJC. E
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friends of israel

dates that trace the history of israel
November:
02, 1917: The Balfour Declaration by Great Britain
29, 1947: The Partition Plan for Palestine adopted by the
United Nations
22, 1967: UN Resolution 242 directs negotiations for a
lasting peace in the Middle East
10, 1975: UN Resolution 3379 equating Zionism with Racism.
Patrick Moynihan responds
19, 1977: Anwar Sadat, Egyptian President historic visit to
Israel
24, 1984: Beginning of Operation Moses to bring Ethiopian
Jews to Israel
04, 1995: Yitzhak Rabin assassinated during his quest for
peace with the Palestinians
Refresh your memory about these events. Read Wikipedia
/ Watch Videos-Unpacked Israel and Unpacked for Educators
(free; just need to register)

havurah chai jewish singles group
May you be blessed with gifts of love, peace, health and
happiness this Hanukkah.
As our Havurah Chai group gets closer to a New
Year, many plans are being made for monthly events
and lunches.
December 5th is our annual Chanukah Celebration
with Dinner and a $10 Gift Exchange. We will meet at
the Chapel House at 4:30 p.m.
n January 1, on New Year’s Day, there will be an
appetizer dinner buffet.
n February will bring us a fun challenge at an indoor
miniature indoor golf course.
n March is time to remember your mom’s best
recipes. Bring a recipe that was a “mom favorite” for a
delicious dinner (along with a recipe).
n In April we will be sailing on a Dolly Steamboat
Cruise with lunch and viewing the beautiful scenery.
Our membership is growing and it is a great place
to make new friends. There are no dues, just your
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Singles
Group
smile. We can provide transportation for those who
don’t drive.
The Sun Lakes Jewish Congregation has been very
helpful and inviting for all our six years. You are
welcome to attend Shabbat Services the 2nd Friday
of the month as well as taking part in social activities.
Thank you to SLJC.
For more information about Havurah Chai, please
contact Lainy Sardina at (480) 895-0974 or
lainysardina@gmail.com.

something you might not know

the most famous american shabbos goy
By Murray Siegel
A Shabbos Goy is a non-Jew who is kind enough to
perform tasks for Orthodox Jews on the Sabbath when
these tasks are forbidden to be done by Jew. Examples
would be turning on the lights in a synagogue or a
store or starting a fire in the fireplace. Who is the most
famous American Shabbos Goy that you know? You may
be surprised by the answer.
We must go back to the Bronx in the 1950s where
a family of Russian Jewish immigrants owned a store
selling baby goods. They hired a young local teenager
to work in the summer and during the Christmas sale
season. This young man was the son of West Indian
immigrants. He quickly proved to be hard-working.
Since the owners and many of their customers spoke
in Yiddish, the young man learned enough of the
language to communicate effectively. As he became well
known in the neighborhood, he was asked to perform
tasks of a Shabbos Goy for some of the customers he
had befriended.
The young man went on to City College of New York
where many of his classmates were Jewish, and he fit
in very nicely despite having darker skin than most.
He was an ROTC cadet and accepted a commission
in the Army where he rose in rank. His outstanding

?
leadership abilities allowed him to become a general,
and he received promotions ahead of his peers. While
visiting Israel after the Gulf War in 1993, he spoke with
Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir and greeted the PM using
Yiddish. This was quite shocking for an Israeli to have a
Black U.S. Army general address him in Yiddish.
Who was this Yiddish-speaking American general?
He was Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and U.S.
Secretary of State. Unfortunately, he has been in the
news recently due to his being overcome by COVID in
October. The former Shabbos Goy was none other than
Colin Powell (z"l). Now you know! E

lone soldier project

the levin lone soldier center celebrates
thanksgiving
Donations to our Lone Soldiers Project are sent directly
to Israel to support vital celebrations. You can make your
donation online at evjcc.org/lone-soldier-campaign.
While Thanksgiving Day is an American holiday, many
of the themes are universal and reach across the oceans
from North America to Israel. It is a time when Lone
Soldiers from North America miss their families most so
The Lone Soldier Center steps in to meet their needs.
Since the founders started the LSC, they have hosted a
large celebration each year with as many as 1,000 Lone
Soldiers and friends. In the past, they have had special
guests join them, such as Ambassador Michael Oren,
Defense Minister Naftali Bennett, and others.
DECEMBER 2021 THE SHPIEL | 7
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sljc sisterhood
Upcoming Meeting
December 16, 1 p.m. in the Chapel House
At the next SLJC Sisterhood meeting, our guest speaker
will be Cindy Rice, the first female Army Ranger. We will
also have a representative from the Maternity Outreach
for Moms’ program, a collaborative effort between the
Phoenix V.A. and Veterans First Ltd. The Moms’ Program
assists pregnant female veterans in providing items for
mothers and their newborn babies. We will have a
“baby shower basket” as part of our theme for the
day. The following is a list of items that you may want
to donate to our baby shower “wishing well.” Please do
not wrap items:

n Bottles / Bottle Brushes / Pacifiers/ Teething Rings /
Drinking Cups / Baby Spoons
n Baby Hairbrushes / Combs / Nail Clippers
n Baby Thermometers/ Medicine Dispensers / Nasal
Aspirators / Teething Gel
n Stuffed Animals / Children’s Books / Receiving
Blankets / Baby Quilts / Knitted Baby Blankets

ITEMS FOR MOMS
n Razors and Shaving Gel
n Flip Flops (med/ large sizes) / Slippers
n Nail files / Clippers / Polish

ITEMS FOR BABIES

n Feminine Products: Tampons / Pads

n Onesies / Shirts / Pants / Dresses / Socks / Booties
/ Caps (newborn to 9 months old) / Hooded Towels /
Washcloths / Bibs / Burp cloths

n Lip Gloss / Chapstick

n Shower or Bath Sponges / Bubble Bath
n Small / Medium-sized candles

n Disposable Diapers Sizes #1 and #2

n Toothbrushes and Toothpastes

n Baby Wipes / Baby Shampoo / Body Wash / Diaper
Rash Ointment

n Shampoos / Conditioners / Hairbrushes / Hair Ties
n Nursing Pads
n Hand Lotions / Coconut Oil
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MAH JONGG CARDS – 2022
Sisterhood earns $1.25 for each card ordered.
STANDARD

LARGE

NAME

ADDRESS

PRINT $9.00

PRINT $10.00

#

#

_________________________________________________

#

#

_________________________________________________

#

#

_________________________________________________

#

#

_________________________________________________

#

#

_________________________________________________

Make checks out to SLJC Sisterhood and send to:
Rita Tanen, 23905 S. Sunland Court
Sun Lakes, AZ 85248
DEADLINE – JANUARY 12, 2022
___________________________________________________________________________________
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community bulletin board
Our best wishes
to Rita Solko
for a complete re
covery from
her recent should
er surgery.

or
Thank you to everyone who called
me
ed
mail
texted me, sent over a meal,
a "Get Well Card" or contacted Mike
to see how I was doing. It was very
, just
much appreciated. I'm doing well
ing
bend
moving a little slower and not
as much. I look forward to seeing
again!
everyone in person soon. Thanks
d
— Evey Free

SLJC wishes Harvey Weiner
a speedy recovery.

SLJC sends condolences to Diane
Posniack on the recent death of
her brother, David Holstein.

on
WANT AD: We need volunteers to work
16.
l
the Community Seder, Saturday, Apri
Verde
We have already reserved the Palo
done
have
They
t.
Dining Room for this even
s.
rope
the
this for us before and know
call
se
If you are able and willing, plea
.
8851
895)
(480
at
en
Shelly Hend

Please submit Bulletin Board posting requests to Geri Gould.at gerijim@hotmail.com.

sljc men's club
The Sun Lakes Jewish Congregation Men’s Club enjoyed
their first in-person event recently to kick off their
2021/2022 season — lunch at Portillo’s followed by a
Fall League baseball game at Sloan Park in Mesa. There
was great food and fellowship for all who attended.
The Men’s Club is a social organization affiliated with
the Sun Lakes Jewish Congregation. Meetings are held

monthly from September to June of each year featuring
interesting guest speakers from the community. There
are also lunches, dinners, and field trips to attractions in
and around the Phoenix area.
For membership information, contact Marty Levine,
martelee@hotmail.com or Jeff Spear, jeff.spear@gmail.
com.
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december celebrations
ANNIVERSARIES — kol hakavod — to a great year ahead together!
11 Charles & Judy Wolin
12 Gregory & Diane Posniack
12 Robert & Karen Kaplan

21 Dennis & Phyllis Novy
25 Neil & Susan Tamber
26 Alan & Leah Bloom

27 Richard & Noreen Nadler

BIRTHDAYS — mazel tov — another year older and another year wiser!
4
4
4
6
7
7

Leah Bloom
Tom Mohr
Seymour Zolty
Dennis Novy
Judy Asbell
Irwin Wiener

8
9
9
13
16
16

Milton Lewis
Kevin Murphy
Jon Scheck
Sander Frindell
Fritzi Ferguson
Marshall Gurian

19
20
21
25
29
29

Vera Stein
Jeff Burnce
Alice Salita
Evey Freed
Adrian Bendick
Richard Nadler

29 Faith Roth
31 Gregory Posniack

december yahrzeits
Zichronam livrachah — may their memories be a blessing.
Julius Aaronson
Irving Arnow
Naomi Axelrad
Sophie Behr
Jeanie Berenzweig
Dan Berg
Theresa Bessegio
Sidney Bloom
Edward Blumberg
Marilyn Blumberg
Sommer "Al" Brooks
Fanny Bush
Frances Calcaterra
Margaret Cline
Pauline Cohen
Sydney Cohen
Minna Cohen
Ray Cohen
Mina Cohen
Pearl Cook
Stefan Corbin
George Dolinsky
Rosetta Dolinsky
Bette E Dubinsky
Harold Dunayer
Minnie Elias
Esther Engel

Irving Evans
Elizabeth Fineberg
Charles Fink
Charles Fink
Sophie Fischer
Sol Gass
Bessie Gerson
John Gerson
Irving Ginsberg
Sylvia Glazer
Allan Goelman
Marilyn Goldsmith
Grace Gould Earhart
B. Claiment (Clay)
Granoff
Irving Greene
Cyla Gutwillig
Joel Gutwillig
George Holstein
Jean Jacobs
Mina Kahn
Dorothy Kaplan
Alexander Katcher
Fay Katz
John Kopsenal
Leah Koss
Tillie Levenson

Valentine Morris
Mark Nelinson
Edith Ornstein
Max Rosendale
Regina Rosenfeld
Jerome Roth
Helen Roth
Zelda Rothstein
Sidney Rudin
Teddy Sardina
Sam Schaeffer
Morris Schulman
Sarah Shalett
Simon Shapiro
Irving Silverman
Stewart Silverman
Meyer Solko
Anna Solko
Charles Stein
Anna Stern
Irving Sternhill
Lynne Stone
Dorothy Taitsman
Harry Temkin
Harvey
Trachtenberg
Ronald Weiner

This listing
of names was
mistakenly omitted
from the November
issue of the Shpiel.
We apologize for
the omission:
David Ament
Hannah Ament
Benjamin Backer
Rose Backer
Inge Bailin
Annie G. Becker
Marjorie Betulia
Anna Biales
Jeff Brown
Samantha Byrne
Sandra Cervera
Edith Cooper
Harry Eisenstock
Seymour Evans
Arnold Farber
Lena Fisher
Margie Frank
Cyril Freed
Ann Frindell
Henry Fryde
Shirley Gerson
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memorial dedication

sy evans

All of us remember different things about the people we
know. Each time we recall events in a person’s life, we
think about the part we played in that adventure. One of
the people who had an impact on us as a congregation
was Sy Evans. His family donated one of the smaller
Torah Scrolls resting in our Ark.
At our regular Shabbat Service on December 10 at
7 p.m., we will dedicate this Torah and extend our
gratitude to the family of Sy Evans for this lasting tribute.

devorah hadassah

events for december 2021
Monthly Luncheon
Wednesday, December 1, 11:30 a.m., RigaTony’s, 1850 E
Warner Rd., Tempe, AZ 85284
RSVP to Gail Scheck if you plan to attend. Please call or
text Gail Scheck by November 29 at (480) 570-6819 or
(480) 981-6963 or email gscheck85206@yahoo.com.
Couvert: $4. Gail will respond to you within 48 hours.

Literacy Ladies
Wednesday, December 8, 1:30 p.m., Zoom
In December, the Literary Ladies will discuss The Giver of
Stars, by Jojo Moyes.

Center, headed by Prof. Offer Amir, and the Sharett
Institute of Oncology, headed by Prof. Aron Popovtzer.
This is the third year that Newsweek has partnered with
Statista, Inc., a respected global data research firm, to
determine the best hospitals in the world. The ranking
includes 25 countries, selected mainly on standard
of living/life expectancy, population size, number of
hospitals and data availability. The ratings are based
on recommendations from medical experts, results
of patient surveys and key performance indicators on
hospital care.

Register in advance for this meeting at bit.ly/lit-ladies.
After registering, you will receive a confirmation email
containing information about joining the Zoom meeting.

Hadassah News from Israel
Newsweek Recognizes Excellence of Specialties at
Hadassah Ein Kerem
Hadassah proudly announces that its tertiary care
hospital in Jerusalem, Hadassah Hospital Ein Kerem, is
named among the best 250 hospitals in the world in two
specialties: cardiology and oncology. Recognized in the
latest rating, which appeared in a Newsweek magazine
survey for 2022, are the Irma and Paul Milstein Heart
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SLJC Donation Form (please print clearly)
Fund: q Chapel q Family Fund q Flower q Music q Oneg q Silverman q Torah q Technology

Minimum donation of $10* please. Minimum contribution to the Flower Fund is $50.
*Minimum donation of $10 per person being remembered/honored.
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contributions
Sun Lakes Jewish Congregation gratefully acknowledges the following contributions made in honor or memory of a
special person or event. If you would like to make a contribution, please use the donation form on the opposite page.
CHAPEL FUND
In honor and memory of L.V.
Owens
by Darrell Owens
GENERAL FUND
In honor of Marilyn Fein's
Birthday
by Gail Cantor
In memory of Jacquey Moss
by Mel Moss
In memory of Milt Moss
by Mel Moss
In honor of Marilyn Fein's 85th
birthday and recovery
by Ruth Friedman
In honor of Cyril Goodman's
speedy recovery
by Ruth Friedman
In memory of Jack Zelinger
by Michael & Evey Freed
In memory of Melvin Potash
by Norman Lefton & Family
MUSIC FUND
In memory of Ella Lerner
by Ruth Muenzer
In honor of Cyril Goodman's
speedy recovery
by Shelly & Arnie Henden
In honor of the Choir during
the High Holiday service
by Natalie Crosner & Shirley
Shapiro
SILVERMAN CAMPAIGN
In memory of Leonard Raffeld
by Diane Zelinger
In honor of Rabbi Wiener's
85th Birthday
by Diane Silverman
In memory of Jack Zelinger
by Shelly & Arnie Henden
In honor of Marilyn Fein's 85th
birthday
by Shirley Gersten

In honor of Jack Zelinger
by Ellie Trachtenberg
In honor of Rabbi Wiener's
85th Birthday
by Wende & Allan Levy
In honor of my 1st great
grandchild
by Diane Silverman
Congratulations to Diane
Silverman’s 1st great
grandchild
by Marilyn & Harvey Fein
TECHNOLOGY FUND
In memory of Martin Elman
by Glen & Barbara Gordon
In honor of Rabbi Wiener's
Birthday
by Jim & Geri Gould
For the speedy recovery of
Cyril Goodman
by Deborah & Marc Israel
TORAH & FAMILY FUND
In memory of Marty Elman
by Ellie Trachtenberg
In honor and memory of
Darnell Owens
by Darrell Owens
YAHRZEIT FUND
In memory of Jean Jacobs
by Bobby Sachs
In memory of Simon Shapiro
by Larry Shapiro
In memory of Edith Ornstein
by Susan Reeves
In memory of Helen Roth
by Susana Reeves
In memory of Alexander
Katcher
by Marcia Weiner
In memory of Leah Koss
by Marilyn Koss
In memory of Edith Cooper
by Susan Plambeck

In memory of Seymour Price
by Wende Levy
In memory of Celia Ginsberg
by Joyce Spartonos
In memory of Morton
Ginsberg
by Joyce Spartonos
In memory of Rebecca Lubisch
by Sandor Lubisch
In memory of Hannah Ament
by Faith Roth
In memory of Pearl Cook
by Nancy Stutma
In memory of Sophie Behr
by Alan & Marilyn Behr
In memory of Naomi Axelrad
by Esther Spear
In memory of Sidney
Silverman
by Barbara & Sheldon
Silverman
In memory of Marilyn
Blumberg
by Laurence Blumberg
In memory of Sidney Rubin
by Deborah Israel
In memory of Harvey
Trachtenberg
by Eleanor Trachtenberg
In memory of Stewart
Silverman
by Betsey Silverman
In memory of Valentine
Morris
by Adrian Bendick
In memory of B. Claiment
Granoff
by Carole Victor
In memory of David Ament
by Faith Roth
In memory of Ida Raisin
by Rochelle Schwartz
In memory of Ben Raisin
by Rochelle Schwartz

In memory of Asamantha
Byrne
by Diane Silverman
In memory of Shirley Gerson
by Charlie Gerson
In memory of Goldie Henden
by Shelly & Arnie Henden
In memory of Sandra Cervera
by Rita Tanen
In memory of Sidney Tanen
by Rita Tanen
In memory of Lester Merritt
by Ellin Merritt
In memory of Harold Dunayer
by Sharon & Murray Siegel
In memory of Jennie
Berenzweig
by Owen Fabert
In memory of Margaret Cline
by Owen Fabert
In memory of Irving Ginsberg
by Barbara & Sheldon
Silverman
In memory of Sidney Bloom
by Leah & Alan Bloom
In memory of Allan Goelman
by Leah & Alan Bloom
In memory of Edward
Blumberg
by Laurence Blumberg
In memory of Lynne Stone
by Bob Stone
In memory of Irving Sternhill
by Fritzi Ferguson
In memory of Ruth Sternhill
by Fritzi Ferguson
In memory of Jerome Roth
by Carol Horiwitz
In memory of Morris
Schulman
by Ellin Merritt
In memory of Max Rosedale
by Sheila Asroff
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TOGETHER WE THRIVE.
Connection is key to a longer and
more vibrant life, and powers
everything WE do. It’s like being
part of a super supportive family

we
the power of

of waiters, chefs, housekeepers,
ZEST® activity coaches, care and
wellness teams, and even a bunch
of really friendly and fun neighbors,
all helping you thrive. Call today
to experience the Power of WE
with a personalized tour.

CARF-ACCREDITED INDEPENDENT & ASSISTED LIVING RESIDENCES

La Siena • 909 East Northern Avenue • Phoenix, AZ • 602.702.5471
The Village at Ocotillo • 990 West Ocotillo Road • Chandler, AZ • 480.400.8828
EQUAL HOUSING
OPPORTUNITY
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SRGseniorliving.com

Get the Most

out of your Hi-Tech Toys!

Your full-service broadband Internet provider!

50

Mbps

100

Mbps

200

Mbps

 No Data Caps  Faster Than DSL  24/7 technical support

ASK
ABOUT ORBITEL SMART WIFI
Stream strong with all devices
in your home!
The latest WiFi technology that creates
a coverage blanket to deliver a strong,
consistent signal throughout your home.

Trust the Orbitel Team to keep you connected. Call us today!

480-895-8084
www.orbitelcom.com

Available in Orbitel service areas. Many factors affect speed. Actual speed may vary. Call office for details.
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RETURN SERVICE REQUESTED

adult education
save the dates

Rabbi Wiener will be offering a two-part series on
Sundays, January 11 and 18 from 12-1:30 p.m. at the
Chapel Center. Rabbi Wiener's discussion will be entitled
“The Separation of Church and State... What Happened?”
This particular subject is very important in today’s society
and is one of the hallmarks of our Constitution. The
two-part series begins with the intent and historical
background from 1776-1940 and the second part will
bring us up to present day and all its problems.
Come join us and bring a “Brown Bag” lunch as we
nourish both our minds and bodies. Drinks will be
available. Since this is our first live presentation since the
pandemic, vaccinations, masks, and reservations will be required.
To make your reservation or to learn more, please call Gail Dante at (480) 802-1832.
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